
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of knowledge is as. old as philosophy itself. In the history of 

philosophy, various attempts have been made to.give a comprehensive definition 
. . . . . . . . . 

·. . . 

of knowledge .. Naturally, philosophers are not .unanimous about the nature of· 

knowledge. A popularly accepted term of what is called 'knowledge' in the west 
.. . .. 

is 'jnana' in Indian Philosophy ... But there is a special sense too in which the 

nearest kith arid kin of knowledge is pramii. Pramii is roughly transliterated as 

valid cognition.1 A careful scrutiny from historical .standpoint would reveal that 
. . . 

in the epistemological consideration . iri Indian philosophy, there are two 

domin&ilt senses in which the wor~}niina'has been ·used. One is the narrower 

sense in. which it is restricted only to pramii (valid cognition); The chief 

exponents of this . vtew are Prabhakara Mimarhsakas. For them, jniina is 

necessarily restricted to the scope of valid cogilition. The cognition, say, 

samsaya, viparyaya etc are excluded from the scope of Jnana . .According to 

· Prabhakaras, non-valid cognition is not only theoretical impossibility but also · 

self-c~ntradictozy_2 Valid cognition is apprehension and it is something diff~rent 
from remembrance, whiCh is not valid? Memory (smrti) is invalid since· the 

object is not directly known but merely reco~lected or remembered. Valid 

.. knowledg~ is experience and it i~ something different from. memory which is the 

name of that cognition which arises solely from the impressions left by sorrie 

previous experience. 4 Memory is regarded to be invalid not because it gives no 

new knowledge but because it rather depends on a former experience. It does not 

determine a:n object independently.~ It is clear frorri this that in Prabhakara's 

epistemolo.gical scheme, knowledge is defined in terms of so.mething externally 

given and in no case the knowledge can be wrong. It is something logically 

·impossible that the object appears otherwise than it is. To put it in modem 
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tertninology, all cognitive expressions are cases of only right judgements. A 
. . . . 

false judgement is inconceivable. Prabhakara asserts, "It is strange indeed how 

cognitior1 can apprehend an object-and yet beinvalid."6 Tohini, doubt and error 
. . . . .. . . 

. are valid so ·long as they are apprehensions~ 

On. the contniry, in the Nyaya.:.vaise~ika philosophy, we also find a 
. . . ' . : . . 

different conception of jnana which includes not only valid one but also non-

valid one. They seein to·accept the word 'cognition' ih the epis~dic sense, when 
. . 

. they confme it to pramii; the non-erring and non-dubious awareness. But the 
·.. . . . . ' 1 . 

. kz/qa7Ja ·of fniina is· also extended to cover apramii, the erring and· dubious 

awareness· etc. within it. Knowledge in the sense of Pramii is 'episodic' in nature 

according to the Nyaya view, because. for the Nyaya a piece of knowledge in the 

sense. of pramii is always 'object-oriented' and iri this sense it is different from 

the sense of its Western Platonic_ counterpart as 'disposition'. Dispositional sense 

of knowledge i~ emphasised in the Nyaya inclusion· of J,m~mory within the· scope 

of knowledge. Knowledge for the Nyayathus both episodic.and dispositional, in 

the episodic sense it is pramii or yathiirthiinubhava and in the dispositional sense 

it covers smrti (memory). Thus for the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas, 'jniina' is infallible in 

some cases and fallible in some other. They put forward various causal and 
. ' . . . 

justificatory grounds (pramiif}as) for distinguishing the infallible kind of jniina . 

from fa11ible one. Naturally, ·they advanced logical grounds for admitting 

.apramii.within the jurisdiction of 'jniina'. A critical and exhaustive exposition 

of apramii in Nyaya-Vaise~ika tra:dition thus . deserves special attention for a 

comprehensive understanding of their contribution to ·the epistemological , · 

literature of Indian Philosophy . 

. Ak~apada Gautama in his Nyaya-sutra considers. 'jniina' as that which 

leads to the attainment of the highest good.7 But the modern scholars of the . . 

Nyaya Philosophy differ among themselves as tofue English rendering of the 

word 'jfiiina'. The English Word 'knowledge' refers to a piece of awareness 

which is necessarily true and valid. But the ~cope of ther word 'jniina' in the 
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· Nyaya philosophy certainly wider than this. It includes both valid and non-valid 

cognitions. The word 'buddhi' (cognition) is taken to mean the same thing as the 
. . . . . . 

wo~d 'jnana' means. Broadly speaking, in the Ny8,ya-Vaise~ika philosophy,· 
. . . 

cognition (buddhi) is taken to mean the same thing as apprehension (upalabdhi), 

knowledge (jnana) · and cognisance (pratyaya).8 
· He~ce, knowledge means 

awareness or apprehension of objects; It includes all cognitions that have a more 
. . 

·or less determinate objective reference. In other words, ·cognition (jnana) ·is 
. . . ' . 

· considered in the Nyaya-Vaise~ika philosophy as something that looks beyond . 

itself or to put it in a modern terminology, cognition is intentional.9 The object of 

apprehension may be a thing or a quality, an act or an emotion, the e~istent as 

well as non-existent. But in every case in which there is knowledge, there must 

. be something that stands out as the obJect of cognition. It consists simply in the 

manifestation (prakasa) of objects. All things are made manifest or revealed to 

· us·whentbey become objeCts of cognition (prameyas). 

· . Scholars of the Nyaya .. VaiSe§ika philosophy, without any dispute 
.. 

consider knowledge as an attribute of. the self, .it is not a . substance, since it 

cannot be the stuff or the constitutive cause of anything, nor is it the permanent . 

substratum of certain recogTiized ·and varient properties. The Sarllkhya and the 

Yoga systems of philosophy look upon cognition . as· a substantive mode or 

modification ( vrtti) of the material principle called buddhi, as it reflects the light 

or consciousness, which is immaterial and intengible can be reflected on any 
. . 

. material substratum. It is generally believed that knowledge is neither a .mode 
. . 

no;r a substance but a kind of activity or function (kriya). The Buddhists and the 

Mimamsakas agree in des.cribing knowledge as an activity, a transitive process. 10 

·However, the. Nyaya emphatically repudiates the conception of knowledge as. an 

activity. Jayanta Bhatta .in his Nyiiyama'fijari traces the act theory of knowledge .. . . . 

to a grammatical prejudice, a confusion between knowledge as manifestation 

and the Verb, 'to know' as denoting an action. When we hear the expression 'I 

. know', 'I cognise', etc. we are in a belief that .cognition or knowledge is an 
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activity or process. But this only shows how in philosophy we may be· deceived 
. . ; ' ·. . . 

by ·the vague expressions of ordinary languageY Knowledge as an attribute of 
. . . ... ·. . . . .. ·.' . 

. the self, is always directed to objc;:cts. It always refers beyond itself. Knowledge 

is never self~~~ifested. 12 
.. 

It is · interesting. to note m this passmg that the Nyaya philosophers 

. conceived te word ~'jnona' in a wide sense. In the epistemological considerations . 
.. . . . 

of western philosophy, thought or consciousness, as a cognitive · fact, has· . . 

sometimes been ·regarded' as an essenthil attribute of the mind and a pervasive 

character of all mental phenomena. · How~ver, the· Nyaya does not pass over the . 

distinction between thought (jnona), on the one hand, and feeling, on the other. 

Under cognition, it brings together all cognitive facts, like sensation, perception, 

memory, inference, doubt, . dream, ilhision and the like. In this sense, the 

'buddhi' of the Nyaya corresponds to cognition which, placed by the. side of 

feeling and will, gives us the tripartite division of mental phenomena in the · 

traditional· school ·of ·Western psychology. But . in Indian epistemological 
/ 

tradition, SrThar~a formuiated several sceptical counter~examples to dispute the 

Nyaya~Vaise~ika definition of knowledge. Firstly, he gives the example of a 

lucky guess of gambling play, which fortunately happened to be true. Secondly, 
0 . 

affimiing a true conclusion from false premises .. Mistaking a cloud of dust to be 

smoke one infers fire to be present, and accidently fire is there. Here conclusion 

is true, but it is not knowledge proper. These examples of Srih• will be. 
. . ' . . 

reminiscent ofwhat are called Gettier examples in modem western philosophy.·. 

· EL. Gettier formulated some cases which he placed as counter examples to the 

. justified true belier'analysis of knowledge. Here we may give one example: Smit 

and Jone.s both have applied for the same job. Smith has sufficient evidence for 

his belief that Jones is going to get the job, and he has counted sometime before 

that Jones has ten coins in his .pocket. From these he infers the conjtmctive 

proposition that (a) the man who gets the job has ten coins in his pocket. Now it 

. is actually Smith who gets the job and unknown to Smith, he himself has ten 
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coms in his pocket.Thus (a) is true, is believed to be so and is justifiably 

believed but Smith can not be e~titled to have knowledge. Here we find that this 

fails to b~ a case of knowledge after fulfilling the generally accepted condition~ 

· of knowledge. But if knowledge is defmed simply as a true awareness then in all . 

the above cases, we ha~e to say thatthe subject had knowledge, because they are. 

· hitting . the truth. If truth::.hitting episode, a · true awareness, amounts· to 
. . . . . . . 

. knowledge,. then we do not thereby obliterate the dis~inCtion between truth and 
. . . . 

knowledge-hood. As B;K.Matilal says, ''In Navya-Nyaya, a knowledge event is 
. . . 

a true ~wareness which is not infected with a dubious attitude. This is a negative 

condition which brings back the subjective mooring. It is not claimed here that 

awareness must have certainty in order to be knowledge. It should be non-· 

dubious, which is further explained as its being 'not overwhelmed by a .doubt. 
. . 

about it lack of knowledge .. hood' (of apramiil}ya-jniinana~kandita). It is argued 

. by the Navya-Naiyayikas that if an awareness which happens to. be true and 

hence: have knowledge-hood -is infected by a doubt about its knowledge-hood. or 

. the lack of it, then the resultant state·cannot perfot;m all the functions that a piece 

· of knowledge is supposed to perform. But i.t may · be maintained that the 
. . . . . 

· knowledge-hood of such awareness is not destroyed thereby. Only the external 

causal factors here interfere. to render certain functional powers of knowledge 
. ~~ . 

inert. For example, using suchAawareness as a premise we can not derive ariy 

further· knowledge by inference, althou,gh there may be logical connection 
. . j:<• 

between the ~o pieces ofknowledge."13 .,. 

Prabhakara defines valid knowiedge as apprehension (anubhiiti). 14 It· is 

totally different from remembrance, which is not valid. All apprehension is 

. direct and immediate and valid by itself. A cognition which apprehends an 

object cannot be intrinsically invalid. Memory arises from the impression of a 

prior cognition and therefore, cannot· be treated as valid cognition. Kumarila 

defines valid knowledge as apprehension of an object which is produced by 

causes . free from defects · and which is not contradicted by subsequent 
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knowledgeY. "Valid knowledge is a firm or assured cognition of objects, which 
. . 

. does not stand in need of confi~ation by other cognitions."16 

.. The Mfmfimsaka upholds the theory of.svatal)priimii~:zyaviida which may 
. . . . .. 

be. treated as· the ·theory ·of self-validity or intrinsic validity of cognition. All· 

apprehension is intrinsically valid. It is not validated by any other cognition. 

Validity of knowledge is not·due to any extraneous conditions. Both Prabhakara 

and Kmnarila uphold the intrinsic validity of cognition. Prabhakam says, "All. 

cognitions as cognitions are valid,· their invalidity is . due to their disagreement 

with the real nature. ~f their objects."17 Kumarila ~lso says, "The validity of 

knowledge consists in its apprehending an object, it is set aside by such 

·discrepancies as its.disagreementwith the real natUre of the object."18 Therefore, 

.all cognitions are presumably valid and our normal life runs smooth on _account 
. . & 

of this belief: .A need fQr explanation is felt only when knowledge f~s to be 
.. . . . . . . . .. A 

valid. And its invalidity is inferred either from some defect in the instrument of 
. . 

cognition or from a subsequent contradiciing cognition. If a rope is mistaken for 

a s~ake, the knowledge . of· the. rope-snake. is. invalidated by the subsequent 

kno~ledge of the rope. Though the invalidity of cognition is inferred, yet 

cognition itself is intrinsically presumed to be valid: But if all knowledge is self-·· 

valid, how can error at all arise? Prabhakara and Kumarila give different answers · 

to this questiori.19 Pdibhakara says that so far as the element of apprehension is 

concerned all the so~called invalid cognitions are valid, while the element that is 

invalid is_' no apprehension at all.. An illusion is not a unit_~ry cognition but a 
' ' 

composite. of two cognitions whose distinction is not apprehended illusion is not 

.a positive misapprehension but a negative non-apprehension.20 According to 

Kumarila, · ari illusion manifests a real object in the form of a different object 

. which too· is. real. In ·all cases of illusory perception it is only the relation 

between. the subject and predicate elements which is unreal though appearing as 

real. Accordingly, an illusion is a positive misapprehension.21 
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The Nyaya-Vaise~ika advocates tl).e . theory . of extrinsic validity of ·. 
. . . . 

·cognition called parat~~pra~a'!-yavada: According to it, cognition is neither 
. . . . . 

valid nor invalid in itself. It is neutral. The· question of its validity orinvalidity 

·~ises only after the said cognition has been arisen. The nature of cognitio~ lies 

i~· its corresp~ndance ·with ·jts object the test of truth is a f~itful activity~·jf 
cognition leads to fruitful activity, it is valid, if it does not, it is invalid. Validity 

and invalidity are not Intrinsically connected with cognition. They are the result. . · 
. . . . . 

of a subsequent test; cognition. arises simply as cognition and becomes valid or 
. . . 

· invalid afterwords due to extraneous conditions. 

' 
The · Bhatta Mimarilsakas agree with the N aiyayikas so far as the . .. . . 

invalidity of cognition is concerned, because both regard it as due to extraneous 

conditions .. But ·they criticise the Naiyayikas with regard to the validity 

(pramar)ya) of cognition. If the validity of cognition also like its invalidity 

depends· on extraneous conditions~ no cognition would ever become valid. The 

. Naiyayika contends t1lat cognition :aiises· $imply as cognition, that it is neutral 

and that the. question of its validity or Invalidity arises afterwords and depend on 

external test. The Miinamsaka points out that the so-called 'neutral' cognition is· 
. . . . . . . . . 

impossibility. We always experience either valid or invalid cognition .. There is 

no third alternative .. To say so is to maintain the absurd position that cognition 

when it arises. is devoid of all logical value. Hence, neutral cognition is no 

cognition ali. All cognitions must be either valid or invalid.· . 

·. ·Pdibhakara's theory ·of knowledge is known as triputipratya!qavada. He 
. . 

regards knowledge as self-luminous. It manifests itself and needs nothing else 

for its manifestation. Knowledge reveals itself and as· it does so, it also 

· simultaneously ·reveals its subject and its object. In every knowledge situation, . . ' 

we have this triple revelation. The subject and the object both are manifested by 

knowledge itself, simultaneously with its own manifestation. The self is known 

as the knower and it can never be cognized as an object. The triputi ofthejnata, 
. . 
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jneya and jniina IS simultaneously revealed in every act of cognition. The 

·subject, the object ~nd tlie knowledge are simultaneously manifested in every act · 
., . . 

of_knowledge which is self-lumjnous. It does not need a~y other knowledge for 

its rev~lation. The self and the object both depend on knowledge for their 

manifestation .. Therefore, the self is not self-iuminous. Every knowledge has a· 

triple manifestation - the cognition of self as the knower, the cognition of the 
. . . 

. object as the: known and the self-consious cognition. 

· Prabhakara does not admit error in the logical sense~ 'An knowledge. is 

·valid by itself. To experience is always to experience yalidity. Therefore, error is 

only partial truth. It is imperfect knowledge. All knowledge, as knowledge, is 

quite valid, though all · knowledge is not necessarily . perfect. Imperfect .· 

kD.owledgeis .commonly called 'er.ror'. But it is true so far as it goes; only it does 
. . 

. not ·go for eriough. All knowledge being tiue, there can be no logical distinction 

between truth arid error. Priibh~kar is t~e to his realistic position in maintaining 

that knowledge can never misrepresent its object. Error is ·one of 'omission' · 

only, not of 'commission' .. It is only non~apprehension, not mis-apprehension. 

This view of error is called akhyiiti or non-apprehension. 

. . . . . 

1.2. CLASSIFICATION OF COGNITION OR KNOWLEDGE 

Taking cognition ·in the most comprehensive sense as the cognition of 

objects, the Naiyayikas proceed to distinguish between its· different forms,· 

according to the differences in the nature and validity of cognitions .. In view of 
l . • . . • 

this, cognition is divided into anubhava or presentation and smrtt or memory.22 

There is no. clear attempt to define what is anubhava either in Tarkasarhgraha 

·or in TarkasarhgrahadipTkii. By implication it may suggest, according to· some · 
. . 

. modem scholars of the Nyaya School, a kind of cognition arising only after a . 

sense-object contact.23 In anubhdva, there is a pres~ntational ·cognition of 

objects and so it is felt to be given to us. It is original in character and not the 
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reproduction of a previous knowledge of objects. Smrti o~ memory, on the other 

hand, .. is not .the presentation. of objects, "but a . reproduction of . previous 

.· experien~e .. · Here, our COgilition app~ars to be .due ·not so much to. objects 

them~elves· as_to our past _cognitions of those objects. ~ach of these has been 

further divided into valid Cf'athartiza) and · non..:valid ( ayaihiirtha) forms, 

according as it_does_ or does not accord with the real nature of its objects.· The 

classification of knowledge ·froin the standpoint of Nyaya Philosophy 1s 

·depicted by· the followmg table : 

Knowledge (jnana) 

Presentation( a~ubhava) Mebory (smrti) 
r--~---· .-·-~1 . · · I · 

I 

Valid(pramii) · Non~v~lid(apramii) True ~a1thiirtha) False(ayathartha) 

Error (viparyaya) · Hypothetical 
Reasoning (tark8} 

·Doubt (samsaya) 

· ·lr-----...-1 ----.-r-r ---...,..---. ____,, . 
Perce~tion . Inf~rence ·Comparison Testionomy 
(Pratyalga) . (anumiina) (upamiina) (sabda) 

In the Tarluisamgraha, ayathiirtha .anubhava" (apramii) is "a ·cognition 

which lias for its determinans (prakiira) something 'P', when its determinandum 

(viie~ya) is characterized by the absence of that somethfng."24 To take for 

instance the· erroneous perceptual cognition of a snake. The object of this 

, perception is 'something' that has the feature 'snakeness'. But here that which 
. . 

actually exists before the percipient is something that has for its feature 
. . 

· 'ropeness' or 'absence of snakeness'. This perceptual cognition has thus 

'l)nakeness' as·· its determinants, when its determinandum · is · actually 

characterized by 'absence of snakeness'. Such type of cognition is a kind of 
. . 

apramii or non-valid presentation (ayathiirthiinubhava) , which includes all 

cognitions, that are either false or not true but not false. In this connection, 

Visvanatha said that the notion with regard to something that it has a particular 
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attribute, which it .has not, is described as non-valid or jnvalid cogntion?5 Hence, 

under ciprqmii, the.Nyaya-VaiSe~ika inCludes doubt (scunsaya), with its varieties 

. of conjecture (iiha) and .indefinite ~ognition (~nadhyavasiiya), as well as ~rror 
(viparyaya) and hypothetical reasoning (tarka) . . 

·However, it is. to be noted here that cognitions which do not agree with . 

. the r~al nature of their objects are not always false o~ eiromeous (bhrama)~ . . 

There may be cognitions which fail 'to give us a correct presentation of objects 
' ' 

· and :·so .are not true (pramii). But at the same time they may not make any claim 

to truth, nor lead to. any ·definite assertion. Such is the case .with doubt, 

conjecture, indefinite cognition and tarka (hypothetical reasoning). These are not 

true indeed, but yetthey are not false (viparyaya). It is in this view of such facts 
' ' ' 

that the Nyaya:. VaiSe~ika. divides non;_ valid. presentation (ayatharthiinubhaya). 
' ' 

further into ·samsaya (doubt), viparyaya (error) and tarka ·(hypothetical 
. . ·, . . . 

argument). Hence, it is not correct t~ speak of apramil or non-valid presentation, 

· always as a case of · bhrama or error. It becomes so. when it definitely 

contradicts its object. . 

. 1.3 IS SM]JTI PRAMA ? 

. Memory (smrti) is knowledge of one's own ,past expenence. It is a 

representative· coguition · of past experiences due solely to the impre.ssions 

produced by them.26 According to the Nyaya , memory is different from 
' . ' 

recognition, which. is a form of qualified perception' and. has reference to the 
. . . . ' . 

direct presentation· of some object, alth~mgh it involves an element· of 

represe~tation.27 Apart ·from Jainism which ·c~nsiders memory (smrti) is. to· be 

an 'indirect instrum~nt of valid. knowledge, all other schools of Indian 

philosophy agree in holding that knowledge derived from memory is not valid 

(pramli). The ·Na:iyayikas distinguish between true and false· cases .of'memory. 

True memory would represent in thought only those characters of an ·object 

which are really possessed by it, whereas the characters represented by false 
. . . e . 

memory would not correspond to the ~al nature of the remembered object. 
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According to Udayana, the validity of memory is only relative, it is dependent 

on, detjyed fro~ and determined by the validity of a prior dire~t~ experience on 

which it rests. If the preceding ~nubhava is valid, recollectiop. derived from it is 

.. true,· if not,. the latter is to be tak~~- as fal~e.28 And for this. reason,. the te~ 
'pramli' is not applied. to memory because it-lacks any independent Validity of 

its own.· 

Accroding· to the Nyaya, true memory. also cannot be called prama or . . . . 

. . valid. knowiedge. But on this . Very ·point, opiriions . are . devided in Indian 

philosophy. Some of them· :consider memory to be. as· valid as .. perception . and 
. . 

inference, and look upon it as the source of our knowledge of past facts. The 

~ aise~ika accepts memory as valid knowledge distinguished from all forms of 

. wrong COgllition~ The J.aina philosophy also COUnts memory among. the forms of 

·valid mediate knowledge. The Advaita Vedanta, is not definitely opposed to 
. . . . . 

·memory being regarded as.valid knowledge.29 

. ·Th_e Miinariisa refuses to ~ecognise memory·asprama (valid knowledge) 
. . 

because it gives no new ·knowledge. However, the Nyaya .does not. admit the 

· .11nnamsa view that any knowledge becomes invalid simply because it refers to a 

~re~iously known object. According-to it, what ma~es ~emory invalid (~pramCI)· 

is the ·absence of the c~aracter of presentation in it. In some cases; memory may 

correspond to real objects. Still it is. not valid knowledge, since it does not 

correspond to. given objects and does not arise out of the objects themselves .. 

Memory thus based on no ·given.· dati.mi and hence, fails t~ give _presentational 

knowledge (prama) and so, is not a source. ofknowledge (pramar)a). 

It. is to be remarked· that the two varieties of memory.:.cognition - the 

· veridical and non-veridical - are not to be described as 'pramii' and 'apramii' 

respectively. 'Prama' and 'aprama' are two varieties of 'anuhhava' which is 

just one sub~calss under the class 'cognition', the other· sub-class being 'sinrti ' 

or memory.30 It follows from the usage that the 'special means' (karar)a) of a 
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, veridical_ 1nemory cannot be designated·,as 'prama'!a'. "A!mambhafia accepts 

. . 
the fourfold division ·of 'pramo' and 'prainoQa, prevalent in the Nyaya school, 

. . ' '• . . . . 

. he recognizes the possibility of a .Veridical memocy'-COgnition Which is however, 
. . . . . . 

.. discounted in the Nyaya school, ·according to which a memory cognition can . 

never be veridical."31 

·.cognition may· be of ~xpressed in words. The complex object aRb is of 

. three faCtors, a, Rand b. Here 'a' mellt1S qualificand cognition ~R' is the relation 

an:d 'b' i~ qualifier. Fer example - 'this' 'table' is a table, ··here qua1ificand is.· 

denoted by ·this, 'table' is qualifier and the tableness is ·present. This is related 

with "the .tal;>le; so 'this' is qualificand, table is qualifier. and. 'tableness': is 

. relation: So this is a cognized relation: 

When in relation there are two relatives then it wil be correlatives. Like 

'R' is the-relations and the two-relations are 'a' ·and 'b', 'a' is related with 'R' 
' . . . . 

.. and 'b' is related with 'R'. ·so this .is the example of a correlation. Here 'a' is 
. . . . . 

. . 

Pratiyogtand .'b' is anuyogC 

Though 'a' and 'b' are related with.'R' but 'a' is related with 'R' not such 

way 'b' is related with ·R:. So, th.ese· 'a' and 'b'_ are related with 'R' but they. are 

not in some sanie-way, although this is a relation between two terms, still it is the 

second term (pratiyogi) which determines the relation and· not determines the · · 

first terffi (anuyogih}. When we.· consider the teim 'coiour possessing will be the 

. second tenn which produce_s the cogn~tion of inherenc~ of colo~t .. 

When contact takes as a relation then cognition of contact requires a 

cognition of both its terms. In the relation between two terms the first term· is 

perceived at the time of cognition and it is related with sense organs. This is 
. .·. . . 

becaus~ contact like twoness is vyiisajyay;tti. Though tWoness is not a relation 

still we have to cognise both the terms. It will be clear when we take an example. 

If 'a cat is on the_ mat' then 'eat' is qualificant, and 'mat' is qualifier and 'being 

on' is the relation. Though we know cat is a furry thing so we can cognize there 
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is a furry · thing in the mat. Still . this furry thing will be qualificand. The 
. . . . 

. difference between the two th-ings is the. differe~_ce of interpretation 'cat' and 

·'furry thing' ... In. the first type of cognition of 'cat'. there are .'catness'. In the 
. .. . . 

_·s~cond type ·of cognition, the first type is expres·sed in different modes ... 

The mode under which a qualificand. is cognized in different cognidons 

are technically called 'limi~ors ofbeing the qualificand of the cognition. 

Nature of cognition: Cognition of an ·object may be simple or· complex. 

Cognition is a state of self. In the objective sense objects consists three elem~nts, 
.. . 

a qualificartd, a qualifier and the relation between them, SUCh as Xfiyy, here·_ 'x' . 
is qualificand, 'y' is qualifier and 'R' is the relation, this is an objective· 

congiiition. If . we take ·the broad sense · then. cognition· does not contribute 
. . . 

anything · to the object. As the thfee elements· . qualificand~ qualifier and the · 
. . 

relation between them are objectively real. For example this is a brown box, here 

'this' indicates qualificand)box' is the qualifier and inherence between 'browll' 

colour and 'box' is objectively real. :Here relation is the important thing, 

because we do not "know· the quality of an object without the objeCt niatter 

quality is inherent in the- object. 

. Classification of . cognition: · Cogniti9n · is . classified into a different 

chissification. The first classification is .of two· kinds -· informative and 

recollective. Cognitions may ·be true or false in nature. True cognitions ·are · 

info~ative cognition and false cognitions. are recolle~tive. True cognitions in 
, . 

. the -infoimatjve sense are the four kinds that is called 'yathiirthiinubhava' 
. . . . . 

perception, inference identification :on the basi~ of similarity arid testimony. This 

true cognitions or 'yathiirthiinubhava is pratyaksa, anumiti, upaniiti, sabda. 
. . .. 
These are valid . knowledge and source of valid knowledge. are pratyak~a, 

~inumiina, upamiina, fabd~. False cognitions· are only two kinds; doubt and 

wrong belief. ~2 . · 

These are the classifications of cognition. N~ya Nyaya deals with the state 

of cognition. They deal with internal states of different types of cognition. 
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In Tarkasa(ngraha-dipikil (henceforth . TSD) Annambha!!~ defines 

'cognition'. :He ·de:fi'n:es cognition and also· defines its mark. The. mark of . 

cognition. is. 'consciousness' (Buddhi) .. The other· feature· of cognition .. is to 

• describe its natiire. In Tarkasamgraha· (henceforth TS) Annambhatta describes 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .· '!' . . - . 

. . three characteristics of cognition - these are . quality or gu1Ja,. it is the ground of 
. . : . 

all linguistic . usage or vyavahiird and attribute of consciousness or jfiiinatva, 

this . may .be explai~ed as internal-perception. All the thre.e are the .marks of 

. ·cognition but alone (I) and (ii) and (iii) are the marks of cognition. The first mark 

quality· is found in colour, smell, taste etc. the second mark with is the ground of 

· all linguistic usage is found in time, soul or manas. The combined use of first 

arid second explains the third inark of cognition?3 

. In TSD, Annambhatta explains consciousness is the defining mark of 
. .. . 

cognition revealed in internal perception like. 'I am conscious'. If we take such 

type ·of perception, true may be a little. elucidation. There is a kind of internal 

perception, which called anuvayflvasiiya. For an example, when we perceive a 

box this is only a perception, this is not a cognition. Later part ~f such .cognition 

will be original perception be anuvyavcisiiya. The internal perception reveals the 

state of orlgin~l perception. as a state of consciousness. 34 

The state of cognition or 'jiiiina' is described as a state of consciousness 

m the English language·. The common . feature is described as 'jniinatva. 

Unfortunately, this tenD. ·is described in the light of state of consciousness: For 
. ,. ,. 

example,. 'potness' is universal ofthe particular, sensible pot is revealed irt the 
. ' 

sense perception of the particular pot. 

There. a· question arises that why Annainbha_t!a gives the definition of 

cognition - Buddhilaksanamaha (I'SD). The answer niay be in the term . . . . 

'defining mark' (laksana) in the . .TSD is intended to mean only common feature 
. .. . . 

but not differentiating ones. 35 
· 
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It is to be 'noted that the ·term 'cognition' is synonymous with 'jnana' 

which is· used by Nyaya Vais~ika philos<;>phers. This term 'cognition'. is used in 

s~ya philo~ophy ~ith. the term 'rriahat' which is a kind ·of .internal .organ 
.. · .. . . .. · . 

( antah Mrcma ). Nyaya Vaise~ika usage has its .basis in Nyaya s.iitra ( 1.1.15) . 
. . . . . . . . . . 

After the definition of'~ cognition'. there is discussion abo~t sub-classes as 

memory .and anubpava. Anmunbhan~ in· r's explains as consciousness that result 

only from samskara~ If the term ~consciousness' w~re omitted from the 

. definition it would like memory (s~lhskiiramatra-janya-/nanain Sin(tih). 36
· In 

. . . ' . 

TS, there IS a discussion about a state of consciousness other than memory 
. . 

(smrti) is anubhava that is of two kinds- one is veridical (yathiirtha) and .other 

·.is non-veridical (ayathartha). 

· Anubhava is as direct· or immediate cognition.·· But if we take such 

·expression .then this will appear presently, 'inediate' knowledge like inferenc.e 

etc. all will be anubhava. 

. . This type of distinction like memory and anubhava are similar to the 
.. · . . . . . . •' .· ~ 

Kantian distinction of cognition a 'direct' ot immediate and'indirect or mediate. 

The veridical anubhava or yatharthaimbhava or prama · involves the 
. . . . .. , . ·. . . . . 

concept of prakiira, and visesya. In Gangesa's new school of Nyaya these two 
. . ~ . . 

concepts prakiira, and. vise_sya have· been discussed and· these concepts are very 

much.importantto explain true knowledge orprama.37 

· When ·we have cognition, we must have a. cognition· of something- this 
.. . . . . 

something ,is an 'object' ;,so in the process of cognition, we must have an 'object' 

or 'cognition.' This is called 'vi.Se$Jla' of cognition. This 'cognitum' of 

cognition must be a cognitional object. This complex. obJect is constituted of 

three things - vise~ya, prakara and smnsarga. Other than 'sainsarga, the other 
. . 

two components of the 'object' of cognition are the· 'vise§ya' and the 'prakiird 

An example will clear the total concept. If we have perception of 'a pot' it is a 
. . . 

·complex idea, which is 'potness'. According to Nyaya philosophy 'something' 
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that is 'pot' is known as 'viSe§ya' and 'potness' is known as 'prakiira '. Thi~ 
. . . : . . . . . 

· 'prakara ~ is the· vise§ar.za of perc~ption. . In other inferential· cognition and 

.testimonial cognition there are vise§ya, prakara. or vise§a?ia. This 'characteriser' 

· 'praka~a' and ·d~haracterls~d'. 'vrse§aria' are the cognitio~ of cognition?8 
. . . I . 

The definition of ·veridiCal cognition 'prama '.as given in TS and TSD is · · 

tad~atitatr:prakiirakcmabhava .. ·The.· Sanskrit word 'tat' is . ordinarily a 
. ......-. . . 

demonstrative pronoun meaning 'that'. ·The term 'tat' is a variable and hence it · 

has here been translated as 'something'. It has no constant value. The word 'tat~

vat' aiso" a variable .which means 'something'. The change of 'tat' to 'tad' is 

formed by affixing the seventh case-ending to 'tad-vat' and means when there is 

. that which has the something. The total sense of the expression 'tat-vati ..... 

anubhava', would thus amount to, 'veridiCal' cognition or 'prama' is a.n· 
. . . 

'anubhava, which has for its. 'determinans'. 'Prakara object' 'something', 

when the detertninandum ( vise§ya .:.. object} is ·that which has that' something'. It 
will be seen that this is ·a: version·ofthe correspondence theory oftruth.39 

·With regard to TS and TSD definition of cognition there a difficulty.· · 

arises of 'avyiipti '. In veridical cognition potness is present in the pot.· In 

~eridlcal cognition potness is p~esent in the pot. It is rather to· say potness. is 

present in the pot but not vice-versa. The definition of 'pramii' requires that 

there must actually be the 'tad-vat'. Here we can not have that; for if 'tat' in the.· 

present case stands for the 'prakGra, 'pot" the 'tad-vat' should be the visewa 
. . . ·_ . . . . - . . 

'potters' or having 'pot'' the 'tad-:va_t '.should· be the vise§ya potters as having . 

pot. But 'potness''. can not surely have 'pot' for its 'determi~ance' or 

characteriser. Thus the required 'tad-vat' is the present case non-existent; and 
. . 

the definition of 'pramii' in terms of' tat-vat' fails here accordingly. 

Annarilbha tta e~plains the term 'tat-vat' in his TS but there arise a prima 

facie difficulty. Annarilbhatta himself possessed the solution, by interpretation 

of the term 'tat-vati'. When there is_ that which has something. 'P' and when 
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there .~s a 'that' which has the relation of something 'P'~ It is clear that there is 

·not 'tat-vati'.meaning that then~ is something 'P' but there is a 'tad~vat' meaning 

that there is a .. relation to something 'P' when we say about 'pot' (something) 

· . there must be a relation. with potness. Relation between pot and potness. ~ 
... • . . 

· · potness is .said to be pr~tiyogrn (the relaturrt) and· pot" is said. to be anuyogrn (tlie 

·seat). Again it is said that if 'pot; and 'potness' are related entities the pot 

·bearer some relation to 'potness' ·and 'potness' bears some r~lation to 'pot '.40 
.. 

Annambhat:!a discusses the phrase 'tad-vat' in Ts> he intended to ~ean 

. ·that the 'som~thing' must bears the ·relation with 'something'. To e~press the 

term 'relation' he determines the term has in ordinary sense. to ordinary sense, . 

is in·secondary sense. 

According to Nyaya School they explain veridical anubhava and also 

explain that not ail veridical cognition is pramii. Nyaya school explains veridical 

memory (smrti) this is not pramii not all the Indian s~hools accept veridical 

cognition as pramG. The Vaiie§ika. School explains. 'Pramit the veridical 

cognition but they do not explain it 1n true anubhava. 

· Annarhbhatta defines non-:-veridical i:mubhava ·as a cognition which 
. . . . 

explains the absence. The non-veridical cognition (a-pramii) has its prakiira. of 

something 'P.', when its . viSe§ya is characterized by ·the absence of something. 

. For an instance, the false· perc~ption of a snake has the relation with the object of. 

something 'snake-ness'. But here that -w:hich actually exists befote'the percipient 

is something thaf has for its· feature 'rope-ness'~ This perceptional c'ognition has 
. . . . 

thus . snakeness for its determinaqt's. When its determinandum is actually 

characterized by 'absence of snake-ness'. If we take such definition, ther~ arises 
. . 

the question ·of ·' overcoverage.' In the case of cognition - the table has 
. . . 

. conjunction with ·,x,. Now the 'conjunction' and 'contact' are different. 

(avyiipyavrtti) . When the table has contact with 'X' it is not that all the parts of 

z S APR 10\0 
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t~ble. So, conjunction means conjunction with some.parts of the object In other 

. vvords when we have 'cont~ct' with the·table; then there also contact with$..~ 

· parts of the table, then the· other parts of the· table which have no contact with 

'X'. are called 'ab~en~e .contact'. So :in co~junction there is no . 'absence. 

tonju~ction' but i~ contac~. ther~' is 'absence cont~ct' ~ So the cognition ·Of this . 

table has contact with 'X~ .may as well be described asa cognition which has for 

its: .determinance (jJ~~kara) · something p · (contact). . When its vis~-IJla 
. .. . . . . 

(detenninadum), 'the table' is not characterized by 'P'. It would thus confirm to 

. the.defmition or' a false cognition 'a-pramii' while as a matter of fact .it is 
. . . . . . . . 

accepted as an instance of 'true cognition'.· The TS definition of false cognition 

is thus too wide in that it involves an. over-coverage (ativyiipti) in relatimi to· 
. . 

instance oftrile cognition.41
. 

If we ·~ake the defmition of false cognition ·(aprama) then the.difficulty 

wm·vanish . 

. In . TSD the· definition asserts the following · a false cognition Is that 
. . 

which has for its detenninan is (prakdra) sonietbing.'P' in a certain relation ~r'. 

(sambandha) to a. certain aspect 'a' (avacchedaka) of the determinandum 

(~i.§e~ya/when the latte~ has the absence ofthe'somethirig 'p' in that relati~n 'r' 

(yatsmhbandhaviha) to that aspect 'a' (yadavaccheda). There would be then no 

over.coverage.ofthe TS definition; for there is here actually some contact by the 

·relation of 'inherence·' at:ld· a cognition of ·contact would be false only when 

there is absence of all contact or. contact as such (siunyogabhavavacchedena) by· 

that relatiori .. 42 

To explain 'table' and the table does actually have the conjunction. This 

cognition satisfies· true cognitions (prama). It would be cleared about the 

definition· .of .flse ·cognition (apramii) when the table does . not have the 

conjunction with 'X'. But this .concept of definition has been argued that when 

we explain that every part of a 'table' does not have conjunction with 'X'. It may 

be said that TS definition of false cognition suffers from the blemish of over 
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coverage .. The prakiira of cognition is unperyasive. The difficulty would be . 

solved i~ the prakiira were a pervasive or vyiipyavrtti in . ~haracter (TS ~- 154) 

·· : (39) TS: 'veridical imubhava' (pramii) is of four kinds: Pratyakfa, .anumiti, · 

up~miti, fabda. its· sp~ciai condition (ka~~na) is .also four kinds: ·Pratyaksa, 
. . . . . . . . . . .... 

. . anumiina, zipa~iina and {abda. 43 

... 
·The English teim 'perception' is similarly ~sed for pratyaksa. When we 

. . . . . f . . 

· perceive a 'tree', the 'tree' known through perception (pratya~a) 
. . 

This is veridical anubhava (pramii). Like the pen:eption is similarly used 

.· for pratyaksa and imumiti is used for ariumiina and upamiti used for upamiina . . . . . 
/ , . 

and Siibda is used for Sabda. The term anumiina and upamiina have been used 
. . . . 

for both veridical anubhava · and there must· be a special condition. The term 

anumiti and upqmiti have been used for veridical anubhava but there must not 
. . 

any special condition~ The Engltsh term 'perception' is used for pratyaksa like 
. . . . ~ 

.. i~ference. is used.· for anumii~a and testimony for .. labda and comparison for 

upamana.· It ·.is ·to. be· noted that though· the terin pratyaksa, upamitf, anumiti, 
. . . . . . . . . . 

{abda are used for significance of veridicai ·state of anubhava but they have a 

wider usage as well. They used for any-state of cognition which may be veridical 

and non-veridical.44 

. . I I I I • 

· Annarilbhat!a usages the term karar)a. Kara':la 1s a causal condition 

which is called Karai}a, but not all causal conditions . are called kiirar)a only the 

~common causal condition is called karana~asiidhiiranam karanam). An effect 
, . . . . . . . • II , . • . . 

is· dependent on two s~ts of condition~ One condition is si;zdiirana kiirar)a which 

are used for 'God', 'Space' 'Time', etc.· The other condition is asadharana 

kiirar)a which are. used for cognition. Annambha.t!a used only the term 

asiidhiirana kararja. The term karar)a is used for either in terminal condition or a 

causal condition functioning through an intermediary (vyaparavat kara"r)a). 45 
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·, Annarilbhatta himself was not quite.steady to explain the t~rrnkara!la. In 

.. the cause of pratyaksa, upami;i . a~d. sabda-badha he. takes the term to mean 
. . . 

the causal conditio~ through an intermediary or vyiipiira .. Bilt for anu~ity prama . . 

the c~usai- ·condition· is used. For the -~nsteady use of 'M~arya' he_· describes . · 

indriya. or sense_ ·organs as ·praty~~apramiira; cognition of res~mblance or 
. . . . . 

siicfrsyajnana .. ·as the upamiina ptama1Ja" and statement or labda · a.S sc!bda 
. . 

pramiil]a ~din the case of·anumiii pariimars~ is for anumcma pramara~. He is 

.not faithful with his own concept of karar)a. _But kiirar)a is always described as 

· asiidharana- karanam. 46 . . 
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